Dear Author(s),
Thank you for your submission to the American Malacological Bulletin.

As an author, you can significantly expedite the publication of your
paper by doing some preliminary checks on your manuscript format.
1. Please check that you have listed the full mailing address and email address of all
authors (although only the email for the communicating author will be published).
2. The paper is composed of sections with different types of section headings. Please
ensure that your headings are as follows:
MAIN HEADINGS (text centered and capitalized with boldface font)
Second-level headings (text left-justified; first letter of first word capitalized;
boldface font)
Third-level headings (text left-justified; first letter of first word capitalized;
italicized font)
3. Taxonomic authorities of all molluscan species need to be listed in the abstract and at
the first mention in the body of the text. Is your paper ecological, physiological,
behavioral, or molecular? You still need to list the taxonomic authorities of species. If
you refer to a Molluscan genus with no species listed, please list the taxonomic
authority of the genus.
4. Regarding figure specifications, please read the instructions to authors carefully.
Format: Please send all digital figures as TIFF files (LZW compression preferred). The
following figure formats are not accepted: BMP, JPG, PDF, or CNV.
Resolution: The most common problem with submitted figures is insufficient
resolution. AMB quality reproduction requires grayscale and color files at resolutions
yielding approx. 350 dpi. Bitmapped line art should be submitted at resolutions yielding
600-1200 dpi at final size. Please size your figures at 85 mm (1 column) or 170 mm
wide (2 columns).
Check your resolution before final submission:
In Photoshop (or other image editor), please click IMAGE, then IMAGE SIZE. Ensure
that width, height, and resolution are locked (i.e., no resampling). Next, set image size
for 2 columns wide (170 mm) and then ensure the resolution value shown is at least that
required.
Color images: Color images can be published at the expense of the authors.
Please do not ask AMB Editors for waivers or exceptions. Current publication costs are
about $700 per page irrespective of image size; several color figures combined into a
single page are charged as one figure. Alternatively, electronic-only color (PDF;
published in black-and-white on paper) costs $20 per image.

5. Please check all literature citations to verify they are correct and properly cited in the body of
the manuscript. Foreign language citations must be indicated as such. Please see examples
of references (http://malacological.org/pdfs/amb/AMB_ref_examples.pdf) for proper
formatting.

If all authors do these simple checks before final ms submission, we can
collectively reduce publication time by months. Thank you!
Cordially,

Fabio
Fabio Moretzsohn
Managing Editor
mollusca@gmail.com

